About the product:
Base oil is the main raw material of lubricants. It is produced with vacuum distillation. MOL base oils meet the most-up-to-date international requirements in terms of performance properties and classes of viscosity and they can be used in motor oil and industrial oil production as well.

Product quality requirements:
Group I base oils, ca. 20 specifications:
- SN85, SN100, SN150, SN200, SN350, SN500, SN600, SN650
- Bright stock
- Leichtoldestillate

Packaging:
Minimum of 20 tons in tank cars

Price:
Pricing is based on the ICIS LOR Domestic spot base oil quotations.

Distribution:
road and rail tank cars
Road, rail transport possible in Seller’s/Buyer’s RTC’s and in barge.

Excise duty:
Base oil is not an excise product.

Place of dispatch:
Base oils are produced by MOL Group in Duna Refinery (Százhalombatta, Hungary).

For further information please contact Your MOL or Slovnaft sales person or contact us
via e-mail: info@molgroupchemicals.com